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iUniverse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 275 pages. Ker-SPLASH! is intended as a
guide for both the neophyte and the experienced recreational power boater. Classic wooden boats,
sailboats, fishing boats, cruisers, yachts, and other facets of the boating world that have been
detailed in other books are not included in this one. The historical perspective of primitive,
outboard ski boats is presented. The wakeboard sport and the sport of tournament water skiing are
getting closer to the subject. The mini-jet phenomenon of the late 90s is discussed in detail because
information on these incredibly fun and entertaining small boats is all but non-existent. The origins
of the personal watercraft from which the mini-jets sprang are described, as is the current state of
the personal watercraft hobby. The tournament inboards representing the most sophisticated of
the towboats and the motorhead mania for offshore performance boats spawned by Miami Vice
are described in a way you have never read before. The bulls-eye is the sterndrive bowrider towing
an open-water slalom skier, or a wakeboard, or a tube with the rider yelling, Yeeeehaaaah! Ker-
SPLASH! includes comprehensive descriptions of the major builders of recreational powerboats,
skis, wakeboards, kneeboards, tubes, and accessories. This fun to...
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful for all class of people. We have read through and that i am confident that i am going to going to read through again again down the road.
Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this pdf in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Noel Stanton-- Noel Stanton

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e book. I am easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr. Odie Hamill-- Dr. Odie Hamill
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